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Edward D. Treanor, Athers, Ga., assignor to General 
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Original application Nov. 16, 1953, Ser. No. 352,205, now 
Paieat No. 2,960,756, daied Nov. 22, 1962. Divided 
aid this applicaiion Jan. 30, 1958, Ser. No. 712,35 

12 Cains. (Cl. 336-253) 

This invention relates to a magnetic core, and more 
particularly, to an improved wound magnetic core. 

This application is a division of my copending parent 
application Serial No. 392,205, filed November 16, 1953, 
now Patent No. 2,960,756. The method described herein 
is claimed in said parent application. 

it is well known practice in the stationary electrical in 
duction apparatus art to continuously wind a strip of mag 
netic core material into a close circular-like core section 
having a plurality of turns. After the winding operation. 
a forming operation follows in order to obtain a neatly 
and tightly assembled annular or rectangular-ike core 
section. However, the forming operation can be omitted 
by directly winding the strip of material into an annular 
or rectangular-like form. In such a core section, the 
strip of magnetic core material can be a fiat metallic strip 
having its grains oriented in the lengthwise direction of 
the strip to obtain minimum core losses. During said 
winding and forming operations, strains are set up in 
said Strip due to repeated flexing of said strip. Accord 
ingly, after the winding and forming operations said core 
section is annealed to remove said strains. Following 
the annealing operation a butt joint cut is made transverse 
to a portion of the core section through all the core sec 
tion turns so that the core section can be hinged or 
sprung open for assembly about a preformed coil assembly 
having a window opening therein. 
The magnetic core section resulting from the above 

described procedure has several disadvantages. With all 
the cuts of each turn aligned in substantially one common 
plane, the disturbance of magnetic flux around the cut 
in one turn affects the disturbance of flux around the 
cuts in the adjacent turns thereby increasing the core 
losses and greatly increasing the exciting current. Also, 
with a single butt joint cut made in the core section di?ii 
culty is encountered in accurately closing said butt joint 
cut after hinged opening of the core section. Further 
more, inasmuch as the core section has a great number 
of turns or laminations, forces of rather large magnitude 
must be applied to hinge the core section open and said 
butt joint cut must be opened up for a considerable dis 
tance to enable the core section to be slipped into the 
coil assembly. Thus, besides the hinged opening operation 
being rather difficult, the core section may be flexed to 
such a degree as to set up permanent deformations there 
in, still further increasing the core losses. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro 
vide a magnetic core section that can be readily hinged 
opened and accurately closed whereby said core section 
will have a minimum of core losses and exciting current. 
My invention comprises a closed spirally wound strip 

core section having a plurality of turns therein, a plurality 
of series of cuts in said turns whereby said turns have a 
length equal to approximately one complete turn of said 
core section, each series of cuts commencing adjacent one 
end of one side of said core section and ending adjacent 
another end of said one side. 
The invention will be better understood by considering 

the following description taken in connection with the 
accompanying drawings, and its scope will be pointed 
out in the appended claims. 

In the drawings, FIG. 1 is a view in perspective, of one 
form of electrical induction apparatus in which the inven 
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tion may be used. FIG. 2 is a front view of the right 
hand core section of FIG. 1, illustrating how said core 
Section is unwound and cut into a plurality of packets. 
FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view of the packets 
formed from the core section shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 4 
is a front view of the form of invention disclosed in FIG. 
1 illustrating how the packets of FIG. 3 are assembled to 
form the right-hand core section of FIG. 1. FIG. 5 
is a diagrammatic showing of the cutting operation em 
ployed in FIG. 2 to better illustrate said cutting operation. 
FIG. 6 is a front view, partly broken away, of a core sec 
tion embodying another form of my invention. FIG. 7 
is a diagrammatic showing of the cutting operation em 
ployed in the FIG. 6 form of invention. Like reference 
numerals throughout the various figures are used to desig 
nate identical parts. 

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly 
to FIG. 1, shown therein is a stationary electrical induc 
tion apparatus or transformer comprising two annular or 
rectangular-like core sections 0 and linked with a pre 
formed annular or rectangular-like electrical winding coil 
assembly 12. Each of the core sections 10 and 11 and the 
winding assembly 2 have a window opening therein 
whereby the core sections 10 and 11 can be looped 
through the window opening of the winding assembly 12 
in a manner well known in the art. The core sections 20 
and i are identically constructed and the manner of 
forming and assembling the core sections 10 and 1 is 
illustrated in FIGS. 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
The core section 10, for instance, is formed by con 

tinuously spirally winding a flat strip of magnetic material 
about a mandrel or the like into a plurality of concentric 
turn laminations. As will be obvious to those skilled in 
the art, during said winding operation suitable spacing 
material, not shown, is inserted between adjacent turns of 
the strip to facilitate reassembly of the core section 10 
after the strip has been unwound and cut. If the strip 
is not directly wound into an annular or rectangular-like 
form, but into a circular-like core section, the wound core 
section undergoes a forming operation whereby the turn 
laminations of the core section will be neatly and tightly 
arranged with respect to each other to present a closed al 
nular or rectangular-like core section. During said wind 
ing and forming operations mechanical strains are set up 
in the strip of magnetic material due to repeated flexing of 
said strip of material. Therefore, after said winding and 
forming operations the core section is placed in an oven 
or the like for a heat treating or annealing operation 
whereby said mechanical strains are relieved. The wind 
ing, forming, and annealing operations just described are 
well known in the art. 
After the annealing or heat treating operation, the con 

tinuously wound strip of magnetic material is unwound 
from the annealed core section and cut into a plurality of 
turns having a length of approximately one complete turn 
of said core section. A plurality of individual packets are 
assembled from said cut turns and said packets are then 
assembled about the preformed winding assembly 12 in 
the inverse order from which they were formed as will be 
more clear hereinafter. 
The unwinding and cutting operation is disclosed in 

FIGS. 2 and 5. As seen in FIG. 2, a cut is made in the 
outermost turn of the continuous strip of magnetic mate 
rial adjacent the upper left-hand side portion of the core 
section 10. The outermost turn or lamination 1 is then 
unwound and another cut is made in the continuous strip 
of magnetic material at a point along the left-hand side 
of core section 10 offset or staggered with respect to the 
first cut towards the lower end of the left-hand side portion 
of core section 0. After the outer turn or lamination 
is removed the second turn or lamination 2 of the con 
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tinuous stfip of magnetic material is unwound and then 
cut at a point along the left-hand side portion of core sec 
tion 29 offset or staggered with respect to the second cut 
towards the lower end of the left-hand side portion of core 
Section it. The unwinding and cutting operation just de 
scribed is repeated until a plurality of turn iaminations 
having a length of approximately one complete turn of the 
core section at are obtained. Each subsequent cut in the 
Strip of material is made at a point progressively closer to 
the lower end of the left-hand side portion of core section 
it whereby the last cut of a first series of cuts is made at 
a point disposed at the lower end of the left-hand side por 
tion of core section it. Said last cut of the series of cuts 
defines the terminating end of turn lamination 3 and the 
connmencing end of turn lamination 6. The cut turn iam 
inations , 2, 3, 4 and 5 are assembled as they are being 
cut and unwound into a packet 53 shown in FiG. 3. 
The turn laminations comprising packet 3 and the 

manner of making the first series of cuts in the continui 
ous strip of magnetic material to obtain packet 13 possibly 
is more clearly illustrated in FG, 5. As illustrated in 
FIG. 5, the just described unwinding and cutting opera 
tion enables ali the cut turns or laminations to be easily 
reassembled with respect to each other in the same posi 
tion they occupied before they were unwound and cut. 
That is, the commencing end of each cut turn lies in the 
same plane as the terminating end of an immediately pre 
ceding cut turn. For instance, the terminating end of 
turn or lamination is positioned radially inward of the 
commencing end of turn or lamination i and is staggered 
with respect thereto towards the lower end of the left 
hand side of the core section whereby it iies in the same 
plane as the commencing end of turn 2. The terminating 
ends of the other turns or laminations are similarly ar 
ranged with respect to their commencing ends whereby 
each cut turn or lamination has a jength slightly greater 
than one complete turn of the core section. 

Referring again to FIG. 2, after the outermost series of 
turns to 5 are formed and assembled into packet 3 
shown in FIG. 3, the remainder of the continuous strip of 
magnetic material is unwound for approximately three 
quarters of a complete turn of the closed core section and 
is again cut at the upper end of the left-hand side portion 
of core Section 6 to commence another series of cuis 
which will progressively be spaced closer to the lower end 
of the left-hand side portion of core section (). After 
another five turns of the continuous strip of material are 
unwound and cut another packet 4 shown in FIG. 3 is 
formed out of the second series of cut turns or lamina 
tions. The three-quarters of a turn lamination 6 is as 
Sembled with packet E3. However, turn 6 can also be as 
sembled with packet 4 if so desired. The last cut of the 
Second series of cuts will be made at the lower end of the 
left-hand side portion of core section G. The first cut of 
the third series of cuts will be made at the upper end of 
the left-hand side portion of core section 9. Accord 
ingly, the last cut of the second series of cuts and the first 
cut of the third series of cuts will define another three 
quarters tulfil 7. Three-quarters turn 7 is assembled with 
the Second packet 4 but can be assembled with packet 25 
formed Subsequent thereto. The unwinding or cutting op 
eration as above described is repeated until a plurality of 
packets 3, 14, 15 and i{5 are obtained. 

Thus, it will now be seen that the unwinding and cut 
ting operation comprises unwinding the continuous strip 
of material from the annealed core section one turn at a 
time and cuting said strip into lengths sightly greater than 
one complete turn of the core section except for the tran 
sitional pieces between the packets which have a length of 
approximately three-quarters of a turn. A piurality of 
Series of cuts are made in said core section and each first 
cut of each of said plurality of series is made at a same 
end of a same side of the annular or rectangular-like core 
section. Each subsequent cut of the series of cuts is posi 
tioned radially inward of the immediately preceding cut 
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and is staggered with respect thereto towards the other 
end of said same side of the core section whereby the last 
cut of each series of cuts will be disposed at a point adja 
cent said other end of said same side. In other words, 
the joints in the packets or core section are long as coin 
pared to the thickness of the side in which they are lo 
cated. 
The number of packets, the number of turns in each 

packet, and the spacing between the cuts will have been 
previously determined with several factors in mind. The 
cuts should be far enough apart to avoid the disturbance 
of flux around one cut from affecting the disturbance of 
flux around the cut in the next adjacent turn. Also, the 
resulting packets should be of such thickness and flexi 
bility as to be capable of being sprung around the pre 
formed winding coil assembly 12 without permanent de 
formation of the turns comprising the completed core sec 
tion (). Many strip wound magnetic cores are made out 
of flat magnetic strip material having a 12 mils thickness. 
For such a thickness it is suitable that the cuts be spaced 
from each other by 346 to SA6 of an inch to avoid the dis 
turbance of flux around one cut from affecting the disturb 
ance of flux around the cut in the next adjacent turn. 
After the continuously wound annealed core section is 

cut into the packets 13, i4, 15 and ió, said packets are 
assembled about the preformed winding coil assembly 12 
as shown in FIG. 4. The smallest or innermost packet 
56 is opened up and sprung around the coil assembly 12 
with the joints or cuts of the packet 6 positioned within 
the window opening of the coil assembly 2 as shown 
in FIG. 4. With properly proportioned packets, the 
packets may be hinged or sprung open and looped about 
the windings 22 without exceeding the elastic limit of 
the strip material and thus affecting the magnetic prop 
erties of the magnetic strip material. The next larger 
packet 5 is similarly hinged opened and sprung about 
the windings 2 in superposed concentric relationship 
with the smallest packet 16. This procedure is repeated 
until all of the packets are sprung about the coil assem 
bly 12 and disposed with respect to each other in a con 
centric relationship to form a closed magnetic core sec 
tion. The turns of the completely assembled core sec 
tion and the packets thereof may be secured together by 
applying a cement along the cut faces of the turns or 
between the packets or the core turns may be secured 
together by clamps alone. The cuts of the completed 
core section preferably are disposed within the window 
opening of the electrical windings 12 inasmuch as with 
Such an arrangement the packets comprising the com 
pleted core Section need be hinged open only a minimum 
amount for springing about the electrical windings 2. 

in the core section 6 shown in FIG. 2 the strip of 
material comprising the core section was initially wound 
clockwise in a spiral from its radially inner end out 
Wardly towards its radially outer end. It should be noted 
that if the continuous strip of material was initially 
Wound counterclockwise into a closed core section the 
first cut of each series of cuts would have been made at 
the lower end of the left-hand side portion of core sec 
tion 10 in order to Secure cut turns of slightly more than 
one complete turn length with the cuts progressing to 
wards the upper end of the left-hand side of core section 
18 whereby the last cut of each series of cuts would have 
been disposed at the upper end of the left-hand side 
portion of core section 10. This will be readily apparent 
by viewing the core section i0 of FIG. 4 when FIG. 4 
is inverted. 

Referring now to FIGS. 6 and 7, shown therein is 
another form of my invention wherein the cut turns of 
the core Section extend for a length slightly less than one 
complete turn of the core section. In this form of my 
invention each series of cuts is commenced at the lower 
end of the left-hand side portion of the core section and 
the Series of cuts progresses towards the upper end of 
the left-hand side portion of the core section until the 
last cut of each series is positioned at the upper end of 
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the left-hand side portion of the core section. Thus, 
viewing FIGS. 6 and 7 together, it will be seen that a 
first cut is made in the outer turn or lamination of a 
continuously clockwise wound strip material core Section 
adjacent the lower left-hand corner thereof. The first 
lamination 21 is unwound and then a second cut is made 
in the strip of material at a point radially inward of the 
first cut staggered or offset with respect thereto towards 
the upper left-hand corner of the core section. The first 
and second cuts define the first turn or lamination 2i. 
The second turn or lamination 22 is unwound and a 
third cut is made radially inward of the second cut Stag 
gered and offset with respect thereto towards the upper 
end of the left-hand side portion of the core section. The 
strip of material defined by the second and third cuts 
constitutes the second turn or lamination 22 of the first 
packet of turns or laminations. This cutting and Wind 
ing operation is continued until five turns or laminations 
2 to 25 are obtained. Said turns or laminations 2 to 
25 are stacked in a packet. The last cut of the first 
series of cuts is disposed adjacent the upper left-hand 
corner of the core section and defines the terminating 
end of lamination 25 and the commencing end of lami 
nation 26. The transitional lamination 26 is unwound 
for approximately one and one-quarter turns of the core 
section and is then cut adjacent the lower left-hand end 
of the core section similar to the first cut of the first 
series of cuts. Turn or lamination 26 can be stacked 
with the first packet of turns or laminations or with the 
second packet of turns or laminations. The unwinding 
and cutting operation just described is repeated period 
ically until a plurality of packets are obtained. Then, 
as in the first form of invention the packets are assen 
bled in the inverse order from which they were formed 
about a preformed electrical winding coil assembly. 

In the FIGS. 6 and 7 form of invention, the series of 
cuts were always commenced at the lower left-hand cor 
ner of the core section in order to obtain cut turn lami 
nations having a length of slightly less than one complete 
turn of the core section inasmuch as the strip of material 
was initially Wound clockwise into a closed core section. 
However, it should be noted that if the strip of magnetic 
material continuously wound into a closed core section 
had been spirally wound counterclockwise and radially 
outward to obtain cut turn laminations having a length 
slightly less than one complete turn of the core section 
the series of cuts would have been commenced adjacent 
the upper left-hand corner of the core section. 

While there have been shown and described particular 
embodiments of the invention, it will be obvious to those 
skilled in the art that changes and modifications may be 
made without departing from the invention, and that it 
is intended by the appended claims to cover all such 
changes and modifications as fall within the true spirit 
and scope of the invention. 
What claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 

Patent of the United States is: 
1. in a closed core section which is linked with a hol 

low electrical winding coil assembly having a window 
opening, said core section comprising a flat continuous 
strip of magnetic material which is spirally wound into 
a plurality of concentric superposed turns, several series 
of cuts in said strip dividing said strip into cut turns hav 
ing a length equal to approximately one compete turn 
of said core section, each of said series of cuts distributed 
along only one side of said core section and commenc 
ing adjacent an identical end of said side and terminating 
adjacent an opposite end of said side while progressing 
inward of said core section, and said side being positioned 
in said window opening. 

2. In a ciosed core section which is linked with a hollow 
electrical winding coil assembly having a window opening, 
said core section comprising a flat continuous strip of mag 
netic material which is spirally wound into a plurality 
of concentric superposed turns, a plurality of series of 
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5 
cuts in said strip dividing said strip into cut turns having 
a length equal to slightly more than one complete turn 
of said core section, each of said series of cuts distributed 
along only one side of said core section and extending 
from the same end of said side towards the other end of 
said side while progressing inward of said core section, 
and said side being positioned in said window opening. 

3. in a closed core section which is linked with a hollow 
electrical winding coil assembly having a window opening, 
said core section comprising a flat continuous strip of mag 
netic material which is spirally wound into a plurality 
of concentric superposed turns, a plurality of series of 
cuts in said strip dividing said strip into cut turns having 
a length equal to slightly less than one complete turn of 
said core section, each of said series of cuts distributed 
along only one side of said core section and extending 
from the same end of said side towards the other end of 
said side while progressing inward of said core section, 
and said side being positioned in said window opening. 

4. In a closed magnetic core which has a window open 
ing and a plurality of radially superposed and spirally ar 
ranged approximately single turn length laminations which 
extend continuously for about a single turn of said core, 
a side of said core having a joint therein whose length is 
long with respect to the thickness of said side, said joint 
comprising a plurality of series of butt joints in said 
laminations which are staggered along said joint length 
and progress radially outward, all of said series of butt 
joints commencing at the same end of said joint. 

5. A magnetic core for stationary induction apparatus 
comprising, in combination, a plurality of concentric 
groups of lamination lengths of magnetic material form 
ing a closed four-sided magnetic core having a pair of 
opposed legs and a pair of opposed relatively shorter 
yokes, one of said legs being a winding leg, each of said 
groups comprising a plurality of radially successive lami 
nation lengths, each lamination length constituting a 
closed magnetic circuit and having its ends overlapped a 
relatively short distance in one side of said core, substan 
tially all of said lamination lengths having those improved 
strain-free properties characteristic of magnetic material 
relief-annealed subsequent to mechanical working, radial 
ly successive lap joints in each of said groups being cir 
cumferentially displaced along said one side and having 
one end of each adjoining pair of lap joints disposed in 
a common layer with the end of one lamination length in 
said layer discontinuous from the end of the other lamina 
tion length in said layer to provide an interfitting flight 
of lap joints in said one side, whereby the lamination 
lengths of each group may be separated at their over 
apped ends and collectively inserted through the window 
of an electrical winding and said lamination lengths in 
herently assume said overlapping relation. 

6. A closed magnetic core for stationary induction 
apparatus comprising, in combination, a plurality of 
radially nested, flatwise curved laminations of magnetic 
material having a preferred grain orientation lengthwise 
thereof, substantially all of said laminations having those 
improved strain-free properties characteristic of magnetic 
material relief-annealed subsequent to mechanical work 
ing and having a permanent set of rectangular configura 
tion with four sides joined at approximately right angle 
corners to form a hollow core having oppositely disposed 
sides and relatively shorter, oppositely disposed ends, 
one of the sides of said core being a winding leg, each 
one of said laminations being of longer length than the 
additive length of said sides and ends of said magnetic 
core measured circumferentially at said one of said 
laminations, said laminations being in solid contact along 
Substantially their entire length with the corner bends 
compactly nested together and each lamination having 
the ends thereof overlapped a relatively short distance 
in one of the sides of said core, the lap joints of radially 
successive laminations being progressively displaced pe 
ripherally along a substantial portion of the circumfer 
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ential length of Said one side of said core and the outer 
most end of each lamination being in the same layer as, 
but discontinuous from the innermost end of the lamina 
tion radially outward therefrom to provide an interfitting 
flight of lap joints along said one side, whereby said lami 
nations may be collectively inserted through the window 
of an electrical winding and said aminations inherently 
resume said overlapping relation, 

7. In combination, a closed magnetic core having four 
sides surrounding a window and comprising a plurality 
of concentric groups of laminations of magnetic mate 
rial, each group including a plurality of radially suc 
cessive laminations, each lamination comprising a whole 
turn in Said core and substantially all of said laminations 
having those improved strain-free properties characteristic 
of magnetic material relief-annealed subsequent to me 
chanical working and having a permanent set of rec 
tangular configuration with four sides joined at approxi 
mately right angle coriners to form a hollow, closed core 
having oppositely disposed legs and oppositely disposed, 
relatively shorter yokes, one of said legs being a winding 
leg, said laminations of each group being in solid con 
taci along substantially their entire length with the corner 
bends compactly nested together and each lamination of 
said group having its ends overlapped a relatively short 
distance in one side of said core, radially successive lap 
joints in each group being progressively displaced in a 
circuinierential direction along a substaintial portion of 
the length of said one side and the radially outermost 
end of each lamination being in the same layer as, but 
discontinuous from, the radially innermost end of the 
lamination radially outward therefrom to provide an in 
terfitting fight of lap joints in said group along said one 
side, whereby the laminations of each group may be 
Separated at their overiapped ends and collectively in 
serted through the window of an electrical winding to link 
said one leg with said winding and said aminations in 
herently assume said overiapping relation, the interfitting 
lap joints in radially successive groups being similarly 
arranged and displaced along at least one side of said 
CO. 

8. A magnetic core for stationary induction appara 
tus comprising, in combination, a plurality of radially 
nested, lengthwise bent lamination lengths of magnetic 
material each having a preferred grain orientation length 
wise thereof, said lamination lengths having those im 
proved strain-free properties characteristic of magnetic 
material relief-annealed subsequent to mechanical work 
ing aid having a permanent set of four-sided configura 
tion to form a closed, hollow magnetic core having a pair 
of opposed legs and a pair of opposed, relatively shorter 
yokes surrounding a window, one of Said legs being a 
winding leg, each of said lamination lengths constituting 
a whole turn in said core and having its ends overlapped 
a relatively short distance in one side of said core, 
radially successive lap joints being progressively displaced 
in a circumferential direction along said one side and 
having one end of each adjoining pair of lap joints dis 
posed in a common layer in said one side with the end 
of one lamination length in said layer discontinuous from 
the end of the other lamination length in said layer, 
whereby said lamination lengths may be separated at their 
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overlapped ends and collectively inserted through the 
wiidow of an electrical winding and said lamination 
lengths inherently assume said overlapping relation. 

9. Stationary induction apparatus comprising, in com 
bination, an electrical winding having a window there 
through and sides of Substantially rectangular croSS Sec 
tion surrounding said window, a closed quadriiateral 
magnetic core including a plurality of concentric groups 
of lamination lengths, said core passing through said 
window and closely embracing one of said sides of said 
winding and having a pair of opposed legs, one of which 
is disposed within said window, and a pair of opposed, 
relatively shorter yokes, said amination lengths having 
those improved strain-free properties characteristic of 
magnetic material relief-annealed subsequent to mechani 
cal working and having a permanent set of quadrilateral 
configuration, each said group including a plurality of 
radially successive lamination lengths in solid contact 
along substantially their entire length and each of which 
comprises a whole turn of said core and has its ends 
overlapped a relatively short distance in one side of said 
core, radially successive lap joints in each Said group 
being progressively displaced in a circumferential direc 
tion along said one side and the outer most end of each 
lamination length being in the same layer as but discon 
tinuous from the radially innermost end of the lamination 
length radially outward therefrom to provide a flight of 
interfitting lap joints in said group along said one side. 

10. A magnetic core for stationary induction appa 
ratus comprising in combination a plurality of concentric 
groups of laminations of magnetic material wound to 
form a closed four-sided magnetic core, each of said 
groups comprising a plurality of radially successive lami 
nations being cut to have a length slightly more than one 
turn of said core, each lamination thereby constituting a 
closed magnetic circuit having its ends overlapped a 
relatively short distance in one side of said core, radially 
accessive joints in each of said groups being longitudi 

nally displaced along said one side, one end of each lami 
nation being disposed in a common layer with one end of 
the next succeeding lamination, whereby the aminations 
of each group may be separated at their joints and col 
lectively inserted through the window of an electrical 
winding, 

11. A magnetic core for stationary induction appa 
ratus as set forth in claim 10 in which the radially suc 
cessive joints in each group begin at one end of Said one 
side and are displaced substantially along the entire 
length of said one side. 

12. A magnetic core for stationary induction appa 
ratus as set forth in claim 11 in which the radially suc 
cessive joints in each group ali begin at the same end of 
said one side. 
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